Abstract
devices. Interoperability of appliances will reinforce consumers' expectation about anytime, anywhere access to their contents, create new device categories, add functionality to existing devices, and offer numerous opportunities for content providers, manufacturers, retailers, and service providers to profit from advances in technology. Benefits from the interoperability for consumers provide consumers with greater flexibility in selecting their devices. This will drive consumer demand for more contents, devices, and services. Moreover, interoperability for developers will fuel more demand for devices and applications in the home. This will create numerous business opportunities, and provide new product features and customized interface for market differentiate [7] .
For providing the interoperability, there are several researches. There are some protocol bridges -bridges between HAVi and Jini by Thomson, Philips and between Sony and Sunthese are almost only bridges of one to one. These have a limit on scalability and an appliance must be extended for interoperability [8] . In order to overcome limits on one-to-one protocol bridges, there is research on the one-to-many protocol conversion -framework for connecting home computing middleware at Waseda University. It also has some limits on dynamic service activation and combination of functions of appliances [9] . Therefore, we need new middleware with which we can integrate any middleware in a simpler way, and deploy home network services without the conscious of diversity of middleware. To accomplish this goal, we propose new middleware guaranteeing seamless interoperability of appliances and deployability of services under heterogeneous middleware. Our Universal Home network Middleware (UHNM) architecture is consisted of following components; Adaptor, Messaging Layer (ML), Event Manager (EM), Configuration Manager (CM), Resource Manager (RM), Device Manager (DM), Service Manager (SM), and Repository. An Adaptor converts the sub-middleware protocol to the UHNM protocol. All UHNM components communicate using a message passing mechanism. The format of UHNM messages and the protocol, used for their delivery, are fully specified by UHNM to ensure interoperability. EM delivers events to the other components, when the status of networks is changed. CM serves as a directory service and allocates a unique ID to appliances and components to provide zeroconfiguration as a result of the addition or removal of an appliance, search for an appliance, and detect its capabilities and properties. The RM allows the services to reserve and release any appliance according to the resource availability of the home network. The DM is responsible for installing and removing Repositories, if an appliance is inserted or removed from network. The Repository, a virtually pre-defined appliance control module, represents a single appliance over the sub-middleware's control module, like Proxy, LonCode, and DCM/FCM for Jini, LonWorks, and HAVi respectively, and is the source of interoperability and deployability in accommodating new appliances and features into home networks. SM invokes and deploys the services, which integrate various Repositories under different middleware. Moreover, legacy services -Jini services, HAVi services, or LonWorks services -can run on our UHNM without any modification. In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed middleware, we've implemented a security service using an HAVi-camera on IEEE1394, a LonWorks-sensor on PLC, and a Jini-camera on TCP/IP.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the related works on the home network middleware in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the design issues of the proposed UHNM along with some service scenarios. In Section 4, we describe the details of the UHNM architecture, and experiments for verifying the feasibility of the proposed UHNM. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper and describe the future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
Interoperability among heterogeneous middleware is the key element for success of digital home. There are several approaches to ensure the interoperability among the different home network middlewares. They are ono-to-one protocol bridges, and one-to-many protocol conversion approaches. In this section, we describe the two approaches of them.
HAVi to UPnP Bridge at Thomson provides the interoperability between UPnP and HAVi. It minimizes the modification of existing middleware to use the http protocol. Thus, in this approach, HAVi device must be extended to support http. It solves some problems with diversification of middleware, but most problems remain yet. These are not enough to develop a single bridge that connects two specific middleware one to one, when new middleware will be developed one after another. Moreover, manufacturer of appliance extends the functions of that appliance, which are not defined by the middleware [8] .
Framework for Connecting Home Computing Middleware at Waseda University enables any appliances under any middleware's control to communicate any other appliances. It uses and deploys service of home appliances without special conscious of diversification of networks forms and that of middleware. They propose a framework for connecting home computing middleware. Key components of this framework are Virtual Service Gateway(VSG), which connects middleware to another middleware using certain protocol, Protocol Conversion Manager(PCM), which converts the protocol of a local middleware component into that of VSG, and Virtual Service Repository(VSR) which is a virtual database which has a lot of information of heterogeneous services. The drawbacks of this framework are that it cannot support the dynamic service activation, and cannot generate services dynamically by combining any functions of any appliances. In  Fig 1, server proxy module provides the interfaces of remote services to the local services, and client proxy module converts the interfaces of local services into VSG services [9] . 
III. UHNM ARCHITECTURE AND SERVICE SCENARIO
In this section, we describe the design requirements and goal of UHNM, UHNM architecture, and some service scenarios based on UHNM.
A. Design Requirements
We propose a new middleware guaranteeing the seamless interoperability of appliances and the deployability of services under heterogeneous middleware. We consider the several requirements for the design of the UHNM.
• UHNM supports legacy service over legacy middleware • New middleware can be participated in our framework effortless, by simply adding a module for protocol conversion. Therefore, the complexity of UHNM is (a-1), where a is the number of middleware. Otherwise complexity of bridge is (a-1)*a. UHNM eliminates the modification of appliances for interoperation • Service can be deployed independently on platforms such as middleware and network, by providing the unified API
• UHNM provides seamless interoperability among different middleware without any modification of existing middleware, by defining the description based on XML, and mapping mechanisms of the functions under heterogeneous middleware.
• UHNM provides a framework for ubiquitous computing, while dynamically combining the functions of multiple devices in a simple drag-and-drop style 
B. Design Goal and UHNM Architecture
Our UHNM provides an idea of a desirable environment in which an appliance can interact with and detect other appliances under different middleware. It also appropriately deploys certain services composing functions of multiple appliances, and new middleware can be easily integrated in this middleware. 
C. Service Scenario
There are three types of home network services: home entertainment services, home automation services, and home office services. We classify appliances into three categories according to the type of home network service.
• The AV appliance category includes Audio and Video appliance common to home entertainment service. Digital TV, VTR, DVD, Cam-Coder, Digital Camera, and MP3 Player are classified in the AV appliance category. Most of these appliances communicate each other over IEEE 1394 network, and they are based on HAVi middleware.
Some of them communicate with each other over Ethernet or Wireless LAN, and are based on UPnP middleware.
• The Control appliance category includes actuator, sensors, and white goods common to home automation services. GAS sensor, motion detector, refrigerator, air-conditioner, and watt-meter are classified in control appliance category. Almost of these appliances communicate with each other over Power Line, and are based on LonWorks middleware.
• Information appliance category includes appliance common to home office services. PC, printer, and scanner are included in information appliance category. Almost of these appliances communicate each other over Ethernet or Wireless LAN, and are based on UPnP or Jini middleware.
There are several service scenarios.
• In living room or dining room, users watch videos on a home theater system or enjoy digital music played through a home audio system with content stored elsewhere in the home or streamed across the Internet. In preparation for dinner, the blinds are closed, the lights adjusted to a preset level, the phone is set to do-notdisturb, and favorite digital photographs of family or friends are queued on an electronic picture frame.
• In the kitchen, a user listens to a collection of digital streamed music while preparing a meal, runs the dishwasher when electricity prices are lowest, and tracks grocery needs on the refrigerator control panel then download the list to a wireless PDA.
• In master bedroom, the blinds close, the lights turn off, and the security system is set at bedtime.
• For home office, home server automatically downloads the new photos from a digital camera to a PC, and then prints favorites with the touch of a button on a shared printer attached to the home network. Users use the PC to control any appliances in the home and enable these appliances to access digital music, video, or photo content stored on the PC.
• After completing homework, the kids enjoy voice, video and text instant message conversations, and multi-player games with friends on their PC over a shared Internet connection across the home network.
• Upon clicking a garage door opener remote when returning home, which is all related devices including heating and cooling, entertainment, appliances and others are automatically set to "house occupied" status.
IV. ITS IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the details of the implementation of UHNM architecture. We also describe the testbed and explain the experiments conducted to verify the feasibility of the proposed UHNM.
A. Messaging layer
All UHNM components -the EM, the CM, the RM, the DM, and the SM -communicate using a message passing mechanism. Although the implementation of the message passing mechanism can differ from sub-middleware to submiddleware, the format of UHNM messages and the protocol, used for their delivery, are fully specified by UHNM to ensure interoperability. ML is the entry and exit point for Adaptors of all sub-middleware and components. ML receives all messages from Adaptors and components, and dispatches the received messages to the appropriate Adaptors and components. ML also manages the sending and receiving of messages by the Msg_Q with 3 pointers.
We only support reliable message transfer mode for guaranteeing the reception of request. There is no error recovery mechanism at the message level, since the lower layers, such as TCP/IP, provide a good level of transmission reliability. Source components expect the destination components to acknowledge messages according to the reliable message transfer mode, therefore it is blocked and refrained from sending a message until it receives the acknowledgement from the destination components. To avoid a dead lock, the ML maintains a timer. To prevent replication, the ML retains the message number. Fig 3 shows the message format of UHNM. Message types are classified into 2 categories: 0 for request and reply, and 1 for ACK. Message number (Msg_No), which is used for recover from a lost message, is calculated by eq. (1). When the ML issues a request, the counter is incremented, and the new value is sent within the header of the message. The ML at the destination node will send back the same counter value with the response message. Message Length represents the length of data. • NewDevice, GoneDevice : appliance is added or removed to/from home.
• ReserveDevice, ReleaseDevice : appliance is reserved or released.
• RepositoryInstall, RepositoryUninstall : Repository for appliance is installed or removed.
• QueryDevice : search for an appliance on the home.
C. Configuration Manager
CM serves as a directory service and allocates a unique ID to appliances and components, providing zero-configuration as a result of the addition or removal of an appliance, searching for an appliance, and detecting its capabilities and properties. CM maintains the internal If a Sub-Middleware ID, which is allocated by submiddleware, is less than 128 bits, the Sub-Middleware ID is padded with 0. The ID for UHNM system components, such as EM, and the range of Repositories are pre-defined.
• Sub_ID for ML : 1 The mechanism for upgrading configuration information, and sending the information is as follows: If a service queries information of an appliance through SM, CM checks its Conf_T, and sends the information of that appliance to the service. If CM receives a change of home, such as the addition or removal of appliances, it allocates a unique ID, and updates the Conf_T by inserting or deleting the appliance. For newly added appliances the following stpes are taken: (1) CM sends a message to the Adaptor in order to get the information on that appliance; (2) the Adaptor requests the information from the related manager of sub-middleware; (3) the manager of submiddleware sends the information to the Adaptor; (4) the Adaptor translates the information for Conf_T; (5) the CM updates the Conf_T using the information from the Adaptor; and (6) finally, CM gets the Physical Location of that appliance directly from the user. To reserve or release from the legacy service the following steps are undertaken; (1) UHNM service notifies the reserving or releasing the appliance to the Adaptor in order to prevent that appliance is used by a legacy service; (2) the Adaptor notifies the reserving or releasing the appliance from the legacy service to the CM and RM in order to prevent that appliance is used by a UHNM service; (3) CM and RM update their internal tables, Conf_T and Resource_T, to further manage access to the appliance.
D. Resource Manager
The RM allows the services to reserve and release any appliance according to the resource availability of the home network by maintaining the internal table, Resource_T. In Resource_T, UID is a unique ID, Status is the status of an appliance, Service is the name of service that uses the appliance, BW is the bandwidth for the sending data, To List is the destination of communications, and From List is the source of the communication. Resource management is needed in order to meet the various kinds of service requirements. Home entertainment services, which deliver the multimedia data to other appliances, request large bandwidth. Home surveillance services, which monitor the home and notify the intrusion, request reliable delivery.
In order to ensure that the service has reserved all resources, RM reserves resources in an all-or-nothing fashion, and with non-intrusive reservation. RM controls admission, and performs authorization for the valuable resources by protecting services from unauthorized access. The RM serves to ensure that reserved resources can rely on not being disturbed by other services that try to use these resources. For this, resources are locked until the reservation or release process is completed, since effects of a reservation or release, which is in the middle of executing, appear invisible to other reservation and release. RM also offers methods to services for reserving and releasing resources. Device resources must be reserved by a service for exclusive use. If all resources are acquired, they will be acquired; otherwise, none of them will. Only if all resources can be reserved, will they indeed be reserved; otherwise, none will be reserved. To guarantee this, RM manages the Reserve_Q, which maintains the appliances, requested by a service, until those are committed or rejected.
The statuses of an appliance are classified into 3 types. Those are Idle, Busy, and Reserved. Fig 4 shows the status diagram of an appliance.
Fig 4. Status diagram of an appliance
• Idle : an appliance is not reserved and waits for request.
• Reserved : an appliance is reserved but not activated, thus other services can't reserve that appliance.
• Busy : an appliance activates in order to complete the request of a service.
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E. Adaptor
Adaptor allows the new middleware to be integrated easily by adding a new Adaptor, which converts the sub-middleware protocol to the UHNM protocol. In order to convert the protocol, Adaptor maintains mapping tables, Msg_Map_T for event message and Info_Map_T for attributes. Adaptor abstracts the details of sub-middleware, such as information on appliances. Adaptor notifies the change of home that is managed by each sub-middleware, and UHNM. Adaptor registers the event with the manager of sub-middleware in order to be notified. When a UHNM service reserves an appliance, Adaptor notifies that event to the manager of related sub-middleware in order to prevent the legacy service from trying to use it.
New middleware can smoothly participate in UHNM, by developing a new Adaptor. If a new appliance is added to or an appliance is deleted from the home, Adaptor receives a related event from the manager of sub-middleware. Adaptor translates the event to the UHNM event based on the mapping tables, then posts that message to the Event Manager.
The mechanism of the protocol conversion of Adaptor is as follows: If components of UHNM wants to get information from each sub-middleware, (1) components of UHNM sends an UHNM message to the Adaptor; (2) Adaptor translates the UHNM message to the sub-middleware message using the Msg_Map_T; (3) Manager of sub-middleware handles the message from the Adaptor, and then return the information of that appliance. Finally, (4) Adaptor converts that information to the format of UHNM based on Info_Map_T.
F. Repository
The Repository, a virtually pre-defined appliance control module, represents a single appliance over the submiddleware's control module, like Proxy, LonCode, and DCM/FCM for Jini, LonWorks, and HAVi respectively, and is the source of interoperability and deployability in accommodating new appliances and features into home networks. Through these Repository objects, each service can access other appliances transparently as appliances are implemented on the same middleware. Repository maps the UHNM command to the sub-middleware command based on the Repository schema. Repository automatically sends the command to the control module of sub-middleware by sending a command to the appliance of sub-middleware based on the UHNM ID.
The Repository schema contains the command relationship between UHNM and each sub-middleware for providing seamless interoperability by automatically converting the command. Repository schema is defined by XML to provid interoperability and deployability. It provides the environment of configuring the service dynamically with combining the functions of appliances without intervention of user. Table 1 shows Repository schema. We classify the types of Repositories into 4 categories, SC Repositories, AV Repositories, Control Repositories, and Information Repositories, by considering the categories of home network services.
• SC Repositories are for the System Components of UHNM, which are EM, RM, CM, SM, DM, and ML. • Control Repositories are for Actuator, sensors, and white goods common to home automation services, which includes appliance such as GAS sensor, motion detector, refrigerator, air-conditioner, and watt-meter. The functions of control appliances include the alarm, turn on, turn off, temperature, etc.
• Information Repositories are for appliances common to home office services, which include appliances such as PC, printer, and scanner. The functions of Information appliances are scanning, printing, etc.
G. Device Manager
The DM is responsible for installing and removing Repositories using the appliance type of Conf_T of CM, Rep_T of DM, and ID of the appliance, if an appliance is added or removed from network, or functions of appliance is upgraded. Rep_T contains the type of UHNM, and location of Repository schema based on URLs. DM automatically installs the Repository based on Rep_T when an appliance is added. DM automatically determines the appropriate type of Repository for new appliances using the type of UHNM, and then DM downloads that Repository from the URL in the Rep_T. Finally the DM allocates the unique ID for the Repository.
When installing the Repository, CM maintains between the ID of Repository, which is allocated by DM, and the address of appliance, which is determined through UHNM ID. When invoking the service, CM returns the address of the appliance and Repository ID in order to physically connect the service, Repository and appliance.
If CM attempts to install the Repository according to a change of home, DM gets the name, location, and version of Repository of related type of appliance by checking the Rep_T and its Repository schema. DM installs the Repository from the location of that Repository, and then the Repository combines itself and device control module of sub-middleware by converting the UHNM command to the related submiddleware command based on the Repository schema. Finally, DM sends the complete message with name, location, ID, and version of Repository to the CM to update the Conf_T. If CM attempts to delete the Repository according to a change of home, DM requests the status of the appliance from the RM. If the status of the appliance is Busy, DM blocks the request until the status of that appliance is Idle. Otherwise, it handles the request for deleting. If CM attempts to upgrade the Repository according to change of home, DM requests the status of the appliance from the RM. If the status of the appliance is Busy, DM blocks the request until the status of that appliance is Idle. Otherwise, it handles the request for upgrading following the process of installing the Repository.
H. Service Manager
The SM invokes and deploys the services, which integrate various Repositories under different middleware. SM also provides the advanced service development environment for dynamically generating services according to user requests. Moreover, legacy services -Jini services, HAVi services, or LonWorks services -can run on our UHNM without any modification. SM maintains the internal table, Service_T, which is composed of UID for unique ID, Status for state of service, Name for the name of service, Dev. List for the list of appliances required to service, and Icon for the icon for the service user interface.
When SM handles a new service, it queries RM on the appliances in order to reserve the appliance that is used for that service. In order to acquire all appliances needed for service, we initiate the service with a service script, which contains the information of all appliances needed by the service. Thus, SM queries RM on the appliances with service scripts. RM returns the results with the ID for appliances. If SM sends the control command to the appliance, Repository receives the command. Inside the Repository, the command is converted to the command for control modules based on the Repository schema, and is sent to the appropriate appliance with the ID of that appliance. There are four types of status of service as you shown in Fig 5: • Wait: the service is waiting to acquire all appliances.
• Run: the service is executed after acquiring all appliances.
• Terminate : SM releases all appliances and deactivates the service by completing the execution and releasing all appliances. 
I. Its Experiments
In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed middleware, we've implemented an event-based security service using an HAVi-camera on IEEE1394, a LonWorks-sensor on PLC, and a Jini-camera on TCP/IP. UHNM and several sub-middlewares are executed over home server, which is the central of home network, and manages and controls the appliances on the home network without user intervention. We have implemented our In Fig 6, if someone broke into the house, a LonWorks based motion detector would detect the intrusion. Then, HAVi or Jini-camera would send the captured-image to the remote client through the Internet immediately upon receiving an event from the LonWorks-sensor. This experiment shows that an appliance can communicate with other appliances under different middleware. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Interoperability among heterogeneous middleware is important to the successful operation of digital home. However, much of the middleware that has been developed does not guarantee interoperability even though appliances are physically connected through a home network.
In order to ensure seamless interoperability among heterogeneous home network middleware, we propose the UHNM architecture. In this paper, we present the details of UHNM and its implementations. UHNM architecture ensures seamless interoperability, and provides scalability by simply adding an Adaptor to new middleware. Moreover, UHNM provides an environment for the deployment of home network services, and dynamically creates new services by combing the functions of appliances without being limited by the middleware.
In the near future, the explosion of mobile appliances will have conditioned users to expect access to services anytime and anywhere. Thus the end-to-end connectivity between appliances inside home is important. We will add a mobile manager to the UHNM, which establishes a seamless communication path between mobile appliances in spite of movement of appliances to the other place. 
